
Game changing
for business.
Life changing
for people.



Great organisations need great people. Genos helps people be great. We do this by improving 

people’s impact, influence, leadership and resilience through the development of core 

Emotional Intelligence skills.

With a proven track record in delivering results, our team has successfully worked with the 

world’s most iconic brands and partnered with some of the best-known service organisations 

to deliver a broad range of large-scale transformation and change solutions with exceptional 

results.

Exceptional
Results

13% INCREASE IN SALES REVENUE
Improvements in emotional intelligence lead to a 13% improvement 
in sales revenue, within a 10-month time frame delivering 
approximately $6 for every $1 invested in the program.

FROM FOURTH TO BEST DOMESTIC AIRLINE OF THE YEAR
A Genos emotional intelligence development program helps improve 
customer service and resilience for cabin crew, significantly helping the 
airline improve customer loyalty and profitability.

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT DOUBLED 
A Genos Emotional Intelligence development program doubles 
employee engagement levels, and helps leaders within a large 

government agency deliver a large-scale change program on time 
and on budget.



Genos 
Programs

Our programs transfer cutting-edge content, assessments, frameworks, and tools into practical 

behavioural change that endures and has impact.

Emotional Intelligence 
Certification Program

Leading with Emotional 
Intelligence

Self-Other Awareness

Building Personal 
Resilience 

Leading People Through 
Change

Motivating and 
Engaging Your Team

Leader as Coach Authenticity Mindfulness

Inspiring Performance
Giving and Receiving 
Feedback

The Science of Emotional 
Intelligence

Genos can either deliver programs for you or train you in how to deliver them. All our programs 

come in Train-the-Trainer formats and are customisable. Our programs have been expertly 

designed, tested and shown to deliver tangible improvements in business outcomes.

Our programs present a holistic approach to development by improving both 

foundational and functional skills for the modern workplace. Most of the material 

can be applied within and outside of the workplace. That’s why we call them game 

changing for business and life changing for people.



In a world of ‘do more with less’, where constant change is the norm, the benefi ts 

of emotional intelligence development occur within and outside of the workplace. 

Relationships improve, stress reduces, change occurs more effi ciently and performance 

increases. 

Our assessment and development solutions use accessible, practical and scientifi cally 

proven methods, and our coaches and facilitators are both skilled teachers and 

experienced professionals themselves.

You will be in good company working with us.

Our clients choose Genos because of our great people, inspiring content, and 

exceptional customer service. 

At Genos, our experts in assessment and survey design help our clients measure return 

on investment from the integration and use of our assessments and development 

programs. This commercially focused approach to developing great people and 

measuring business improvement is encapsulated in our philosophy – game changing 

for business, life changing for people. 

Game changing for business.
Life changing for people.



Our internationally recognised Emotional Intelligence Assessments have been designed specifically for workplace 

applications by PhD-level psychometricians. Used by fortune-500 companies every day, all Genos assessments:

• Exceed all standards for psychometric reliability and validity,

• Are internationally recognised and supported by a wealth of peer-reviewed published research,

• Are accompanied by beautiful reports that present results in an accessible fashion with tailored development

aids to facilitate development and growth.

Genos 
Assessments

We have a range of Emotional Intelligence Assessments designed for specific applications of emotional 

intelligence development.

Designed for 
middle to senior leadership 
development

Designed for 
emerging or front-line 
leaders

Designed for 
personal reflection and large 
group programs

Designed for 
EI development based on 
reflection and feedback from 
multiple peer groups

Designed for 
EI development based on 
feedback from colleagues

Designed for 
front-line leader or 
supervisor development



“I’ve learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what 
you did, but people will never forget how you made them feel .”

Maya Angelou




